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A young
businessman

Hennen is own boss at 17 years old
BY JENNIFER COYNE
STAFF WRITER

PIERZ – At 17 years old,
Lucas Hennen has bigger aspirations
than a typical teenager. He is on the
path to become an up-and-coming
entrepreneur with his agriculture
enterprise, Lucas Hennen Custom
Baling.
Lucas kick-started his business in
August 2016, and has since developed
a strong customer base within a 20mile radius of his home near Pierz.
“Right now, I’m focused on
having a good reputation amongst
farmers and being able to do a good
job,” said Lucas, the son of Kevin and
Wanda Hennen.
With an International Harvester
2+2 and a Heston medium square
baler, Lucas travels across central
Minnesota completing hay and straw
harvests.
It is a one-man job for Lucas,
with his dad available for assistance
when needed and to take customer
calls.
“Just like other teenagers, I was
thinking what I could do for a job,”
Lucas said. “I grew up in tractors and
working with equipment, and I was
familiar with custom work.”

For the past 18 seasons, Lucas’
parents have managed Hennen
Enterprises, a self-started custom
spreading and spraying business
within the agriculture sector, as well
as a logging operation.
Following in his parents’
footsteps, at the age of 14, Lucas
developed a business plan for a baling
company.
“Operating
equipment
is
something that comes so natural to
Lucas,” Wanda said. “He was excited
to work for himself and willing to put
in the odd hours.”
With help from his father
and mother, Lucas Àgured out his
expenses and potential proÀts of the
company.
Last spring, Lucas took his Àrst
large step in becoming a businessman.
“After seeking advice from my
parents and people already in the
business of hay baling, I knew what
kind of tractor I wanted and what baler
would work well with my operation,”
Lucas said. “To get started, I received
a loan from my dad to purchase the
equipment.”
Adamantly, Lucas bought a
tractor without duals.
“I wanted a tractor that I knew I
would enjoy driving,” Lucas said. “I
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Lucas Hennen, 17, is the owner of Lucas Hennen Custom Baling and serves farmers in a 20-mile radius of his
home near Pierz.

saw promise in this tractor – where
other tractors might sink in a meadow,
this one would Áoat. It works great.”
Kevin agreed.
“He wasn’t objective to any
brand, and considered other tractors,
but this one was going to get the job
done,” he said.
Additionally,
the
young
entrepreneur looked at a variety of
balers and decided on one that had
logged 26,000 bales on it. “I quickly
learned how much money I had to

work with and what I could actually
do with that,” Lucas said. “All my
options were good, but compared to
newer equipment, this was the most
cost-effective choice.”
However, the baler was not in
working condition. Lucas needed to
rebuild the knotters, which tie off the
strings once a bale is complete.
To offset the cost of repair,
Lucas worked with his FFA advisor,
Pat Tax, to create a Supervised
Agricultural Experience (SAE) and

apply for a grant through the National
FFA Foundation, which would aid in
the SAE project.
Of the 141 grant recipients in
2016, Lucas was one of eight in
Minnesota and received $1,000 to put
towards his project.
“The knotter repair was quite
expensive, but I had it Àxed through
a dealership and now it’s running
perfectly,” Lucas said. “Being a
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Boosting
brews
Mighty Axe
Hops
presents
propagation
BY NATASHA BARBER
STAFF WRITER

FOLEY — As you drive
southwest out of Gilman on Golden
Spike Road NE, it’s likely you will
spy an operation that looks nothing
like anything you have ever seen
before. That’s because you haven’t
— at least not in Minnesota.
The estimated 4,000 18-foot
poles standing tall out of the sandy
loam soil are part of the undertaking
of Mighty Axe Hops — Minnesota’s
largest hops farm. The business
welcomed members of the Benton
County Farmers Union and public
July 27 to tour their facilities and
Àelds.
“Mighty Axe Hops is the largest
hops farm in Minnesota, but we are
one of the smallest hops farms, as
far as commercial production goes,
in the country. On the west coast
in Washington, Idaho and Oregon,
there are hops farms that have
hundreds of acres,” said CEO Eric
Sannerud, who led the tour.
Co-founders
Sannerud
and Ben Boo began their hops
entrepreneurship on Sannerud’s
family farm in Ham Lake. They
choose their central Minnesota site
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Mighty Axe Hops CEO Eric Sannerud explains hops propagation to members of the Benton County Farmers
Union July 27 in Foley.

because of its features: accessibility
to three-phase power, an established
well and permit, lighter soil and
a destination that would be easily
accessible to the craft beer brewers
of the Twin Cities. After raising $5
million in start-up costs and securing

120 acres of land, they began
building the trellis and planting
last summer. They commenced
construction on their harvest facility
and pole barn this spring. Within the
next year, the pair will have planted
roughly 40,000 more hops plants
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bringing their total cropland to 80
acres.
“These are all classic American
varieties of hops. They were all bred
by the USDA in the 1970s and early
1980s,” said Sannerud, of his four
varieties that are mainly used in
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pale ales and IPA brews. “They are
indicative of American hops style –
they’re citrusy, they’re Áoral, they’re
piney and have a strong aroma.”
Hops are perennials which
means they will return on their own
each year. They produce a Áower
or cone, which is harvested mainly
for beer-brewing. The crown root –
found about three inches below soil
– falls dormant throughout winter
and returns to its growth phase as
the temperature warms. The root
produces hundreds of green shoots
each year but never a woody mass,
keeping it hardy. Hop plants can live
for 10-15 years.
“They are rhizomes so they
will crawl underground and shoot
up everywhere,” Sannerud said.
“Unlike apple trees and strawberries,
they don’t get tired. They’ll just keep
going. They have a really robust
parent system of perennial root
structure that goes down and mines
for water and deeper nutrients.
Every year, they put out a Àne mesh
layer about three inches below the
soil that scavenges the fresh, easily
available resources.”
Once the root is established, the
Mighty Axe Hops team trains four
or Àve of the larger shoots to a string
attached to an above unsharpened
barbed wire. The hop bines climb
the rope with the help of stiff hairs.
“The idea is that we get the
plant growing so it reaches the top
of the string at the time the days
begin to shorten. That’s the time
where the plant naturally knows
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